2305

The compact tractor
that performs at a
much larger size.
When it comes to exceeding expectations, the
John Deere 2305 is an overachiever in its class.
Four-wheel drive, mid- and rear-PTOs and
a three-point hitch are all standard. Comforts
include adjustable seats, effortless two-pedal
hydrostatic transmission, color-coded controls
– and 2.5-inch thick rubber engine isolators that
tone down engine noise and vibration. So take a
look at what a 2305 can do for you. You’ll be
amazed at how much tractor you get. And if
you’d like to go one step further, build
your own 2305 Tractor online at
www.JohnDeere.com/2000.
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1

Standard four-wheel drive
makes loader work that much easier

2

Liquid-cooled diesel engines
run cleanly and quietly.

3

Both mid- and rear PTOs
are standard. You can work with
implements like snowblowers,
mower decks and tillers.

4

Engine isolated
from frame and transmission
for much quieter operation.

5

HST Transmission
with Twin Touch™ foot pedals allows
for increased performance.

2305
OTHER OPTIONS

Wheelbase - 57.1 in. (1450 mm)
Length - 102.6 in. (2605 mm)
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Height - 78.6 in. (1998 mm)

• Mechanical hydraulic diverter
• Rear wheel weights
• Rear work light
• Tire chains
• Umbrella
• Warning light guards

Hood height - 41.5 in. (1054 mm)

2305 Dimensions

• Canopy
• Cruise control
• Forward work lights
• Front weights
• Hood guard
• Independent hydraulic
mower lift

Min. width - 44.9 in. (1140 mm)
Width - 47.1 in. (1196 mm)
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Standard Features and Options
Twin Touch™ transmission pedals make it easy
to switch from forward to reverse, and let you rest
your heel on the platform the whole time you drive.

Folding ROPS are standard and
comply with ASAE and OSHA standards.

3

Hydrostatic power steering for
smooth and steady maneuvering.

4

On Ramp Drive Over Deck allows
for easy attaching of mower deck

5

200 CX loader can attach and
detach in under 3 minutes – with
no tools.

6

Convenient loader joystick is
positioned close at hand and clear
of your knee.

5

Height - 89 in. (2261 mm) (2320)
89.7 in. (2279 mm) (2520, 2720)

Dimensions

Hood height - 53.3 in. (1355 mm) (2320)
47.2 in. (1200 mm) (2520, 2720)

Min. width - 37.1 in. (941 mm) (2320)
39.2 in (995 mm) (2520, 2720)

Folded ROPS height - 67.9 in. (1725 mm) (2320)
68.9 in. (1750 mm) (2520, 2720)

• Canopy
• Forward work lights
• Front weights
• Hood guard
• Independent hydraulic mower lift
• Mechanical hydraulic diverter
• Power beyond hydraulics
• Rear wheel weights
• Rear work light
• Umbrella
• Warning light guards

Width - 51 in. (1295 mm) (2320)
52.6 in. (1336 mm) (2520, 2720 )

Length - 109.2 in. (2774 mm) (2320)
108.9 in. (2766 mm) (2520, 2720)
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OTHER OPTIONS

It’s the ﬁne print, but a big story:
Every John Deere Compact Tractor comes with
a 3-year/2000-hour limited warranty. See your
dealer for details.
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Optional Independent Lift Kit
uses tractor hydraulics to raise
and lower deck, independent of
the 3-point hitch position.

Standard, easy-to-use cruise control lets you
concentrate on the task at hand.

NO ONE BUILDS OR BACKS TRACTORS
BETTER THAN JOHN DEERE.

Wheelbase - 63 in. (1600 mm) (2320)
65.2 in. (1655 mm) (2520, 2720)
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